
  

  

Abstract— The purpose of this study is to investigate a robot’s 
impression perceived by users as well as the accuracy of 
perception of location information, which the robot provided 
according to the modality type of the robot. To explore this, we 
designed two 2 (verbal types: deictic vs. descriptive) x 2 (nose 
pointing: with nose vs. without nose) x 2 (eye pointing: with eyes 
vs. without eyes) mixed-participant studies. In the first study, we 
investigated the impacts of the robot’s modality type in the 
imperative pointing situation. As a result, participants identified 
the robot’s pointing gesture with nose as more effective, social, 
and positive, than the robot’s pointing gesture without nose. 
Moreover, the descriptive speech robot was evaluated as more 
positive than the deictic speech robot. In terms of the accuracy 
of perception of location information, which the robot provided, 
participants identified the robot-designated chair more 
accurately when the robot delivered a deictic speech than when 
the robot delivered a descriptive speech. For the second study, 
we explored the effects of the robot’s modality type in the 
declarative pointing situation. As a result, the robot’s 
descriptive speech was rated as effective, social, natural, 
competent, trustworthy, and more positive than deictic speech. 
In the case of the robot’s pointing gestures, pointing gesture 
with nose was evaluated as more effective, social, natural, 
competent, trustworthy, and positive than that without nose. In 
terms of the accuracy of location information perception, 
participants perceived the location of the object designated by 
the robot more accurately when the robot used descriptive 
speech, pointed with nose and without eyes. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

“Look at that! (pointing to the object)” 

In conversation with a person in the same space, the 
objects, places, and people around us frequently become the 
main topic, and we exchange locational information. In 
addition, when we share the location information, we naturally 
use deixis and gesture. Social robots share spaces and 
communicate with human users. Moreover, robots have been 
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used to manage smart appliances. Therefore, location-specific 
information can be exchanged between the robots and their 
users. Unlike other media, such as computers and smartphones, 
the robot has a physical embodiment, which enables not only 
verbal communication, but also nonverbal communication [1]. 
Similar to human–human interaction, location information 
could be exchanged between a robot and a human through 
deixis speech and gesture. It is necessary to explore how the 
robot’s modalities should be used and how robots can 
effectively communicate with humans by using its modalities. 
Therefore, this study aims to explore the impact of the robot’s 
various modalities to express locational information on user’s 
perception. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

A. Locative Deixis 
The conversation is a process of converting a speaker’s 

intended idea into a linguistic form that a listener uses. The 
speaker uses the knowledge structure of the listener [2]. In 
addition, the listener seeks nouns (e.g., a demonstrative 
determiner, like “this” and “that”) and understands what they 
stand for. Also, a reference can be treated as an activity of 
using the linguistic form to allow the listener or reader to 
understand. 

Deixis is a frequently used item in conversation. We find 
personal pronouns, demonstratives, and adverbs of time and 
place virtually in every text [3]. Locative deixis (e.g., this, that, 
these, and those), which point to features of the surrounding 
context help to find referents and understand a speaker’s 
utterance, and to smooth communication. In addition to using 
demonstratives, a pointing gesture expresses locative deixis. 

B. Pointing Gesture 
Pointing is one of the communication skills that an infant 

learns [4]. This behavior appears a few weeks before the first 
word is spoken. An infant communicates with both pointing 
gestures and words once he/she begins to say things [4]. We 
use deictic gestures to reduce cognitive load. It removes 
complicated verbal descriptors, by using the gesture to the 
referent [5]. In this way, pointing gestures have been used as 
fundamental, effective, and intuitive communication tools. 
This gesture is often considered a pan-culturally agreed, 
prototypical indexical gesture, used as a universal language 
[4], [6]. The prototypical pointing gesture is a body language 
that represents a direction from the body. This direction shows 
a specific location or an object [4]. The pointing gesture is 
even necessary during the conversation about locating 
referents [4]. 

Pointing is a novel human behavior [4]. In other words, 
only people communicate with each other by pointing. 
However, with the development of technology, a new entity, 
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which is a robot, has emerged that can communicate with 
humans using pointing gestures. The robot is capable of 
nonverbal communication because it has a physical 
embodiment, as compared to other devices such as a computer, 
smart phone, and tablet PC [1]. Former studies on robot 
deictics reveal that describing an area of space, which is 
usually difficult to describe, returns only a marginally worse 
accuracy rate than describing an object [7]. Robots use a visual 
cue for spatial difference and the deictics together to confirm 
listeners recognize the right area of space [8]. 

Although human-robot interaction (HRI) studies have 
applied human pointing behaviors in various applications, the 
study of the robot’s pointing gestures has been primarily 
limited to pointing with the finger of the robot. However, 
humans, also use various body parts to point, such as arms, 
head, eyes, lips, and nose [9], [10], [11], [12]. In addition, it is 
necessary to understand which robot modality, or which 
combination of the robot modalities, could give users the 
effective evidence to identify the pointed object. 

C. Head Pointing 
In conversations with people, real-world objects (except 

speakers and listeners) often become the main topic. When 
people refer to objects, they point with their head and hand 
gestures [13], [14]. This common behavior is also essential for 
the natural interaction between humans and robots [15]. 

In human-human interaction, head pointing to a speaker is 
considered to be a polite attitude, of listening closely, and a 
crucial expression, along with gestures [16], [17], [18]. HRI 
studies have also demonstrated that a robot’s head pointing 
had a similar effect to a human’s head pointing [19]. There 
have been many researchers studying the influence of the 
general appearance of a robot, revealing that the face of the 
robot plays a crucial role in its appearance [20], [21], [22], 
[23], [24], [25], [26]. Various current commercialized and 
research-purposed robots have their faces visualized on a 
screen because it gives vast versatility to the possible faces of 
the robot and creates a new design opportunity that can build a 
personality and perceived characteristics of the robot [27]. In 
this way, the face of the robot can easily be animated, such as 
blinking, eye gaze, and other facial expressions [27]. In 
addition to those benefits of the display, it is unassured that a 
face with a flat display would be useful for communication 
using the pointing gestures. The projecting shape, like a 
human nose, help an information receiver perceive exactly 
what the informer points to, because pointing is a directional 
gesture that points to one of several objects. 

Based on these analyses, we explored how the various 
modalities of robots affect users’ perception towards the robot 
in the delivery of location information. 

III. SEAT GUIDE 

The robot could verbally inform the user of the location of 
the object. In addition, the robot’s pointing gesture could 
indicate the location of the object. A pointing gesture is an 
extension of eye pointing [28]. In other words, eye pointing is 
the basis of a pointing gesture. Therefore, we chose verbal 
types and pointing gesture types including eye pointing and 
nose pointing as independent variables (IV) in this study. In 
order to investigate the effect of the robot’s verbal locative 

deixis expressions, nose pointing, and eye pointing on users’ 
perception towards the robot, and the degree of perception of 
the robot’s direction representation, we designed a 2 (verbal 
types: deictic vs. descriptive) x 2 (nose pointing: with nose vs. 
without nose) x 2 (eye pointing: with eyes vs. without eyes) 
mixed-participants experiment (Fig. 1). In order to examine 
how effectively, socially, and naturally the robot provided 
location information to users according to each robot’s 
modality, we measured the perceived effectiveness, sociability, 
and naturalness of the robot. In addition, we explored the 
effect of the location information provider robot’s modalities 
on product evaluation to examine the overall impression 
towards the robot. We recruited forty-eight experiment 
participants aged 23 to 37 (22 males and 26 females). 

A.  Study Design 
Task: For this experiment, the robot greeted participants in 

a laboratory and guided them to a seat to sit; thus, creating a 
situation in which the robot naturally pointed the direction to 
the user. The user was asked to sit in one chair, as pointed to 
by the robot, out of the five chairs placed in the laboratory. 

Materials: Experiments were conducted with the use of 
Wizard of Oz (WOZ) technique, to investigate the effects of 
the robot’s various modalities in delivering location 
information to users. A prototype robot was developed to 
implement the WOZ technique in the experiment [29]. 

Specification: The robot prototype could travel with 
direction changes based on TURTLEBOT3 [30], which is a 
ROS-based tele-operable mobile robot. Two active wheels 
and two passive wheels installed in TURTLEBOT3 permit 
the prototype robot to turn in place. A speaker controlled by 
laptop, using Bluetooth communication, and a 7” TFT LCD 
monitor controlled by Raspberry Pi allow the robot prototype 
to interact with the human with facial and verbal expressions. 
The movement of the robot is manually controlled via a 
joystick controller using Bluetooth communication (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental Robot Types 

 Fig. 2. Robot Used in the Experiment 
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Script and Gesture Design: To find out the effect of 
verbal types and specific pointing gesture types in the seat 
guide, the example of the robot’s verbal and gesture 
expression was as follows (Fig. 3). 

Experimental Setup: The participant stood facing the 
robot, and five chairs were set behind the participant. There 
was a partition behind the chairs. Experimenter 1 briefed 
the participant on the experiment and stood by next to the 
participant for emergencies. Experimenter 2 manipulated 
the robot’s movement, and Experimenter 3 controlled the 
robot’s utterance behind the partition (Fig. 4). 

Procedure: The participants entered the laboratory, 
listened to the description of the experiment, and signed the 
experiment participation agreement. After that, they were 
asked to sit in a certain position by the robot. Each 
participant received a total of four seating requests, in random 
order, and after each seating, the questionnaire was 
administered to evaluate the impression of the robot. 

Measurements: As a guide robot, we explored 
effectiveness [31] and sociability [32], to find out how 
effectively and socially the robot guided the user. In addition, 
the user was asked to measure naturalness [31], to find out 
how naturally acceptable the way of expressing the direction 
of the referent was perceived to be by the user. Finally, 
product evaluation [33], [34] was conducted to see how 
satisfied the user was with the robot. All the measures were 
rated by using seven-point Likert-type items. Furthermore, 
we checked if the participant sat in the chair indicated by the 
robot. 

B. Results 
We examined the effects of a guide robot’s directional 

guidance on the users’ perception of the robot. A two-way 
repeatedly measured analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
conducted to verify the predictions (Fig. 5). 

Effectiveness: There was a significant main effect of nose 
pointing on effectiveness (F(1,46)=21.171, p<0.0005). The 
robot that pointed with nose was rated as more effective than 
the robot that pointed without nose (Mwithnose=5.32, SD=0.15 
vs. Mwithoutnose=4.54, SD=0.19). The significant main effects 
of verbal types (F(1,46)=0.035, p=0.852) and eye pointing 

(F(1,46)=0.181, p=0.673) on effectiveness were not found. 
Sociability: There was a significant main effect of nose 

pointing on sociability (F(1,46)=3.870, p=0.055). Participants 
evaluated the pointing gesture with nose as more social than 
that without nose (Mwithnose=4.68, SD=0.16 vs. 
Mwithoutnose=4.41, SD=0.17). The significant main effects of 
verbal types (F(1,46)=1.535, p=0.222) and eye pointing 
(F(1,46)=1.067, p=0.307) on the robot’s sociability were not 
found. 

Naturalness: There was no significant main effect of verbal 
types (F(1,46)=0.096, p=0.758), nose pointing (F(1,46)=2.161, 
p=0.148), and eye pointing (F(1,46)=2.141, p=0.150) on 
naturalness. 

Product Evaluation: There was a marginally significant 
main effect of verbal types on overall product evaluation 
(F(1,46)=2.955, p=0.092). Participants perceived the 
descriptive speech robot more positively than the deictic 
speech robot (Mdeictic=4.70, SD=0.17 vs. Mdescriptive=5.00, 
SD=0.15). A significant main effect of nose pointing on 
product evaluation was also found (F(1,46)=7.736, p=0.008). 
The robot’s pointing gesture with nose was more positively 
evaluated than that without nose (Mwithnose=5.01, SD=0.15 vs. 
Mwithoutnose=4.70, SD=0.15). 

Accuracy of Location Information Perception: We checked 
whether the user sat in the chair, exactly as guided by the 
robot for each condition, to examine how accurately the 
participants perceived the location information provided by 
the robot. The result is shown in Table 1.  

C. Discussion 
People evaluated the robot as more effective and social, 

and overall more positively when the robot pointed with its 
nose, compared to the case in which the robot pointed without 
nose. Moreover, they felt the descriptive speech robot was 
more positive than the deictic speech robot.  

 
TABLE I. ACCURACY OF LOCATION INFORMATION PERCEPTION 

IV Verbal Nose pointing Eye pointing 

Condition Deictic Descriptive With nose Without 
nose With eyes Without 

eyes 
Number 

of correct 
answers 

94/96 78/96 86/96 86/96 84/96 88/96  
Fig. 3. Script and Gesture Design 

 

Fig.4. Experimental Setup 
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There were several limitations to this study. First, there 
was a limit in the arrangement among the participant, the robot, 
and objects that the robot points to. As the chairs were placed 
around the robot, with each chair approximately 50 degrees 
apart, it could be easy for the participant to perceive the 
robot’s pointing. Thus, it was necessary to conduct additional 
studies to find out which modality effectively informed the 
user of the direction that the robot pointed, in the case where 
the objects’ placement angles were more subtle and not 
equally spaced. Furthermore, there was a turn-taking problem. 
The interaction between the robot and the participant was very 
short, and there was no turn-taking because the experiment 
was conducted to evaluate the robot after one seat guide. 
Finally, the pointing situation was limited. There are two types 
of pointing situation: imperative and declarative pointing [35]. 
Imperative pointing took place as an act to obtain an object 
[35]. Declarative pointing was expected to be held as an act to 
direct attention to the referred object, without desiring object 
retrieval [35]. This study was limited to the imperative 
pointing situation. The limitation of the first study led to the 
second study. 

IV. EXHIBITION GUIDE 

This experiment was designed to explore the effect of the 
robot’s location information delivery modalities for objects 
placed at various angles in the declarative pointing situation 
with multiple turn-takings. We conducted a 2 (verbal types: 
deictic vs. descriptive) x 2 (nose pointing: with nose vs. 
without nose) x 2 (eye pointing: with eyes vs. without eyes) 
mixed-participant experiment. Forty-eight experiment 
participants were aged 23 to 37 (22 males and 26 females). 
Participants had bachelor’s degrees to reduce errors due to 
differences in understanding of exhibition contents. 

A. Study Design 
Task: Participants were told about the robots on display at 

the robot showroom by a guide robot. As the guide robot 
explained the details of the robots, we asked the participants to 
briefly write the names and corresponding details of the robots 
on a memo pad, in the order the guide robot told them. Five 
robots were exhibited in the robot showroom. In each 
condition, the guide robot explained two characteristics for 
each exhibited robot. That is, there were 10 turn-takings for 
each condition, and the guide robot was evaluated after 10 
turn-takings. The participant experienced 40 turn-takings  

TABLE II. THE EXAMPLE OF SCRIPT AND GESTURE DESIGN 
Verbal types Speech Gesture 

Deictic 
Speech 

“Hello. I’m GuideBot. Let’s me explain the 
robots on display.” 

a turn to the 
participant 

“This robot is capable of dynamic walking 
based on real-time forward walking pattern 
generation technology. It has been used to 
develop the mechanism design and control 
algorithm for stable walking.” 

a turn to Robot A 

“May I explain the next robot?” 5 seconds later,  
a turn to the 
participant 

“Let me explain the next robot.” 

“This robot is a robot that can efficiently 
provide services using both arms and hands 
in home environment. 3D object recognition 
and vision-based control technology is 
applied.” 

a turn to Robot E 

Descriptive 
Speech 

“Hello. I’m GuideBot. Let’s me explain the 
robots on display.” 

a turn to the 
participant 

“The first robot from the left is capable of 
dynamic walking based on real-time forward 
walking pattern generation technology. It has 
been used to develop the mechanism design 
and control algorithm for stable walking.” 

a turn to Robot A 

“May I explain the next robot?” 5 seconds later,  
a turn to the 
participant 

“Let me explain the next robot.” 

“The first robot from the right is a robot 
that can efficiently provide services using 
both arms and hands in home environment. 
3D object recognition and vision-based 
control technology is applied.” 

a turn to Robot E 

because each participant experienced a total of four 
conditions. 

Materials: The same robot as the first study was used in 
this study. 

Script and Gesture Design: To find out the effect of verbal 
types and specific nose pointing types in the exhibition guide, 
the example of the robot’s verbal and gesture expressions are 
as follows (See Table 2). 

Experimental Setup: The participant stood next to the 
guide robot and looked at the robots displayed. Five robots 
were displayed in front of the participant and the guide robot, 
and the robots were named Robots A, B, C, D, and E, 
respectively. Experimenter 1 briefed the participant on the 
experiment. Experimenter 2 and 3 controlled the robot in the 
room where they could observe the exhibition space (Fig. 6). 

Procedure: The participant entered the laboratory, listened 
to the description of the experiment, and signed the 
experiment participation agreement. After that, he/she was 

Fig. 3. Results of Seat Guide Experiment 

 
Fig. 4. Experimental Setup 
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asked to move to the robot showroom and write the name of 
the robots and the corresponding details, in the order the guide 
robot explained. After the participant experienced each 
condition, the questionnaire was administered to evaluate the 
impression of the robot. 

Measurements: For the guide robot, we explored 
effectiveness [31], sociability [32], naturalness [31], and 
product evaluation [33], [34] in the same method as the first 
study. In the case of the exhibition guide task, the guide robot 
provided the user with professional information about 
displayed robots. Therefore, we asked the participant to 
evaluate competency [32] and trustworthiness [32], in order to 
find out how competently the robot could convey information 
to the users and whether the users could trust the information 
given by the guide robot. All measurement items were rated by 
using seven-point Likert-type items. In addition, in order to 
investigate how accurately people perceived the location 
information that the guide robot conveyed, the accuracy of 
deictic information perception was measured by comparing 
the order of the robot names they wrote on the memo pad and 
the order of the robot names the robots described. For each 
condition, participants were asked to list the total of ten robot 
names, because five robots were described twice in random. 

B. Results 
We examined the effects of a guide robot’s directional 

guidance on the users’ perception towards the robot. A 
two-way repeatedly measured ANOVA was conducted to test 
the predictions (Fig. 7). 

Effectiveness: The significant main effects of verbal types 
on effectiveness was found (F(1,46)=94.242, p<0.0005). 
People felt that the descriptive speech robot was more 
effective than the deictic speech robot (Mdeictic=4.29, SD=0.17 
vs. Mdescriptive=5.63, SD=0.12). A significant main effect of 
nose pointing on effectiveness was found (F(1,46)=53.908, 
p<0.0005). The robot that pointed with nose was rated as 
more effective than the robot that pointed without nose 
(Mwithnose=5.43, SD=0.15 vs. Mwithoutnose=4.48, SD=0.14). A 
significant main effect of eye pointing (F(1,46)=0.532, 
p=0.469) on effectiveness was not found. 

Sociability: There was a significant main effect of verbal 
types on sociability (F(1,46)=54.904, p<0.0005). Participants 
perceived that the descriptive speech robot was more sociable 
than the deictic speech robot (Mdeictic=4.33, SD=0.13 vs. 
Mdescriptive=4.99, SD=0.14). In addition, a significant main 
effect of nose pointing on sociability was found (F(1,46)=8.595, 
p=0.005). Participants evaluated the robot’s pointing with 
nose as more social than that without nose (Mwithnose=4.82, 
SD=0.14 vs. Mwithoutnose=4.50, SD=0.13). A significant main 
effect of eye pointing on robot’s sociability was not found 
(F(1,46)=0.204, p=0.654). 

There was a significant interaction effect between verbal 
types and nose pointing (F(1,46)=4.213, p=0.046) on 
sociability. When the guide robot spoke in the deictic way, 
the robot’s pointing with nose was considered more social 
than that without nose (Mwithnose=4.58, SD=1.03 vs. 
Mwithoutnose=4.08, SD=1.05, t=3.500, df=47, p=0.001). 
Conversely, when the guide robot spoke in the descriptive 

way, there was no significant difference by nose pointing 
(t=1.074, df=47, p=0.288). This indicates that in order to 
increase sociability of a guide robot, the descriptive speech 
robot could be designed irrespective of nose pointing types 
while the deictic speech robot needs to be designed with nose 
pointing. 

Naturalness: The significant main effects of verbal types 
on the robot’s naturalness was found (F(1,46)=35.353, 
p<0.0005). People felt that the descriptive speech robot was 
more natural than the deictic speech robot (Mdeictic=3.95, 
SD=0.15 vs. Mdescriptive=4.73, SD=0.16). A significant main 
effect of nose pointing on naturalness was found 
(F(1,46)=35.160, p<0.0005). The robot that pointed with nose 
was rated as more natural than the robot that pointed without 
nose (Mwithnose=4.68, SD=0.16 vs. Mwithoutnose=4.00, SD=0.15). 
A significant main effect of eye pointing (F(1,46)=1.379, 
p=0.246) on naturalness was not found. 

There was a marginally significant interaction effect 
between nose pointing and eye pointing (F(1,46)=2.914, 
p=0.095) on naturalness. During interaction with the guide 
robot with eye pointing, the robot’s pointing with nose was 
perceived as more natural than that without nose 
(Mwithnose=4.61, SD=1.35 vs. Mwithoutnose=3.73, SD=1.41, 
t=5.770, df=47, p=0.001). In addition, during interaction with 
the guide robot without eye pointing, the robot’s pointing 
with nose was also considered as more natural than that 
without nose (Mwithnose=4.75, SD=1.12 vs. Mwithoutnose=4.26, 
SD=1.12, t=3.264, df=47, p=0.004). The robot with nose was 
measured as more natural than that without nose, for all eye 
pointing types; however, the differences in naturalness 
according to the nose pointing were more prominent for the 
robot with eye pointing. 

Competency: There was a significant main effect of verbal 
types on the competency of the guide robot (F(1,46)=18.574, 
p<0.0005). Participants perceived that the descriptive speech 
robot was more competent than the deictic speech robot 
(Mdeictic=4.37, SD=0.19 vs. Mdescriptive=4.87, SD=0.17). In 
addition, a significant main effect of nose pointing on 
competency was found (F(1,46)=8.184, p=0.006). Participants 
evaluated the robot’s pointing with nose as more competent 
than that without nose (Mwithnose=4.76, SD=0.17 vs. 
Mwithoutnose=4.48, SD=0.18). The significant main effect of eye 
pointing on the robot’s competency was not found 
(F(1,46)=0.378, p=0.542). 

Trustworthiness: There was a significant main effect of 
verbal types on the trustworthiness of the guide robot 
(F(1,46)=43.864, p<0.0005). The descriptive speech robot was 
perceived as more trustworthy than the deictic speech robot 
(Mdeictic=4.53, SD=0.17 vs. Mdescriptive=5.28, SD=0.15). A 
significant main effect of nose pointing on trustworthiness was 
found (F(1,46)=8.799, p=0.005). Participants felt that the 
robot’s pointing with nose was more trustworthy than that 
without nose (Mwithnose=5.09, SD=0.17 vs. Mwithoutnose=4.72, 
SD=0.16). The significant main effect of eye pointing on the 
robot’s trustworthiness was not found (F(1,46)=0.126, 
p=0.724). 
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Product Evaluation: There was a significant main effect 
of verbal types on the product evaluation (F(1,46)=56.358, 
p<0.0005). Participants rated the descriptive speech robot 
more positively than the deictic speech robot (Mdeictic=4.44, 
SD=0.14 vs. Mdescriptive=5.14, SD=0.12). A significant main 
effect of nose pointing on product evaluation was also found 
(F(1,46)=14.507, p<0.0005). The robot’s pointing with nose 
was more positively evaluated than that without nose 
(Mwithnose=5.00, SD=0.14 vs. Mwithoutnose=4.59, SD=0.13). 

There was an interaction effect between verbal types and 
eye pointing (F(1,46)=4.150, p=0.047) on product evaluation. 
When the robot was pointing with eyes, participants 
evaluated the descriptive speech robot as being more positive 
than the deictic speech robot (Mdeictic=4.31, SD=1.25 vs. 
Mdescriptive=5.20, SD=1.04, t=5.895, df=47, p=0.0005). 
Furthermore, when the robot was pointing without eyes, the 
descriptive speech robot was evaluated as more positive than 
the deictic speech robot (Mdeictic=4.57, SD=0.96 vs. 
Mdescriptive=5.08, SD=0.86, t=5.002, df=47, p=0.0005). The 
descriptive speech robot was evaluated more positively than 
the deictic speech robot for all eye pointing types. However, 
the differences in product evaluation by verbal types were 
more dominant for the robot with eye pointing. 

Accuracy of Location Information Perception: There were 
significant main effects on the accuracy of location 
information perception by participants according to verbal 
types (F(1,46)=8.452, p=0.006), nose pointing (F(1,46)=4.699, 
p=0.035), and eye pointing (F(1,46)=7.614, p=0.008). 
Participants perceived the position of the displayed robot 
more accurately when the guide robot referred to the 
displayed robot in a descriptive manner, rather than when the 
guide robot referred to the displayed robot in a deictic manner 
(Mdeictic=9.58, SD=0.11 vs. Mdescriptive=9.91, SD=0.04). In 
addition, they perceived the displayed robot’s position more 
accurately when the robot was pointing with nose, rather than 
when the robot was pointing without nose (Mwithnose=9.88, 
SD=0.06 vs. Mwithoutnose=9.62, SD=0.11). When interacting 
with a robot without eye pointing, participants more 
accurately perceived what the robot referred to, as compared 
to a robot with eye pointing (Mwitheyes=9.58, SD=0.08 vs. 

Mwithouteyes=9.91, SD=0.08).  
There was an interaction effect between verbal types and 

nose pointing on the accuracy of location information 
perception (F(1,46)=5.914, p=0.019). When the guide robot 
referred to displayed robots with a deictic speech, participants 
perceived the position of the displayed robot, which the guide 
robot with nose pointing explained more correctly than the 
guide robot without nose pointing explained (Mwithnose=9.85, 
SD=0.62 vs. Mwithoutnose=9.31, SD=1.45, t=2.349, df=47, 
p=0.023). On the contrary, when the guide robot referred to 
displayed robots with a descriptive speech, no significant 
effect was found by nose pointing (t= 0.443, df=47, p=0.659). 
This result means that when the robot uses descriptive speech, 
the robot could be designed regardless of nose pointing types. 
In contrast, when the robot uses deictic speech, the robot 
should be designed in consideration of nose pointing types. 

V.  GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

A. Overview and Interpretation of Results 
First, regarding the impression evaluation of the robot, 

both the descriptive verbal type and pointing with nose were 
more positively evaluated for both the situation of seat 
instruction and explaining a specific object as shown in Table 
3. This result implies that the user feels that the robot that 
gives location information by using descriptive speech and 
nose pointing is better at acting as a guide robot, regardless of 
whether it is an imperative pointing situation or a declarative 
pointing situation. 

Unlike the impression evaluation of robots, accuracy of 
location information perception by participants differed 
depending on the pointing situation. In the imperative pointing 
situation (seat guide experiment), the verbal types 
considerably affected the accuracy of location information 
perception (percentage of correct answers: deictic 98% and 
descriptive 81%). The deictic speech robot referred to the 
chairs using the words “this” and “that”, whereas the 
descriptive speech robot used the direction indicators “left” 
and “right”, to refer to the chair, such as the third chair from 
the left. Moreover, the “left” and “right” directions could be 
interpreted in two referent ways: a) the guide robot (speaker) 
and b) the participant (listener). When the speaker and listener 
faced each other, the referent points would be opposite. When 

 
Fig. 5. Results of Exhibition Guide Experiment 
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asking participants who faced the robot to sit down, 
participants sitting in the wrong chair perceived the right and 
left sides based not on the robot (speaker), but rather based on 
themselves (listener). Although the chairs were placed at equal 
interval angles in the laboratory and all the utterances of the 
robot were made with pointing to a specific chair, in the 
context of descriptive speech, few participants ignored the 
robot’s nose pointing and took the location information from 
their perspective. However, the participants and the robot 
stood abreast in the declarative pointing situation (exhibition 
guide experiment). Therefore, the referent points for the 
speaker and listener were identical. Consequently, the location 
information from the descriptive speech robot was more 
accurately perceived by the participants than that from the 
deictic speech robot, indicating that both speech types could 
be effectively applied to the guide robot, according to the 
speaker-listener referent points. 

B. Limitations 
First of all, the environment setting might affect the users’ 

perception and evaluation. Only a single environmental setup 
which the distance between the user and the robot is close was 
used for each experiment. A guide robot would be possible to 
explain different types of objects in various spaces. This study 
could be more persuasive if we would conduct in a more 
diverse and natural experimental setting considering the 
distance between the user and the robot. 

Second, the accuracy of location information perception 
was measured to figure out how effectively the robot delivered 
locational information in this study. Besides the accuracy of 
location information perception, if the amount of time it took a 
participant to find the chair would be measured, it would be 
able to fully evaluate the effectiveness of using verbal, 
pointing, and gaze. 

C. Contributions 
This study has contributions in three aspects. 

First, our findings in this study could contribute to human 
social interaction studies. Although this study was designed 
based on ideas from human studies, e.g., anthropology and 
sociology, the results of this study could also provide 
suggestions to human studies. In human studies, the effect of 
the nose on head pointing has not been revealed because 
people cannot attach or detach their noses. However, we could 
figure out the effect of the nose on head pointing because our 
study dealt with an artificial agent, a robot. 

Second, the results and interpretation contribute to the 
design of the robot’s speech style. When the robot uttered 
descriptively, the referent point influenced the participants’ 
perception of the location information indicated by the guide 
robot. This means that the robot should either inform the 
referent point to the user (e.g., the third from the left of me) or 
match the referent point with the user when the robot gives the 
user the location information. Moreover, the results of the 
study imply that information should be provided in the deictic 
speech type when referent points between the robot and the 
user are difficult to match. 

Third, our study contributes to the improvement of robot 
design. The results of the robot impression evaluation showed 
that the descriptive speech robot was overall more positive 
than the deictic speech robot; however, in terms of the 
accuracy of location information perception by the user, the 
deictic speech robot was more effective than the descriptive 
speech robot when the robot and the person had different 
referent points. For tasks where the information provided by 
the robot does not have a critical effect on the user, it is 
suggested that the robot be designed to give users location 
information descriptively, rather than deictically. On the 
contrary, we suggest that for tasks where information 
misperception leads to critical damage, the robot should be 
designed to utter differently depending on the referent point. 

 

 

 

TABLE III. SUMMARY 

 Seat Guide Exhibition Guide 

 Verbal Type Nose Pointing Eye Pointing Verbal Type Nose Pointing Eye Pointing 

 Deictic Descripti
ve  

With 
Nose 

Without 
Nose 

With 
Eyes 

Without 
Eyes Deictic Descripti

ve  
With 
Nose 

Without 
Nose 

With 
Eyes 

Without 
Eyes 

Effectiveness - - 
 **** 

- - 
 ****  **** 

- - 5.32 
(0.15) 

4.54 
(0.19) 

4.29 
(0.17) 

5.63 
(0.12) 

5.43 
(0.15) 

4.48 
(0.14) 

Sociability - - 
 * 

- - 
 ****  *** 

- - 4.68 
(0.16) 

4.41 
(0.17) 

4.33 
(0.13) 

4.99 
(0.14) 

4.82 
(0.14) 

4.50 
(0.13) 

Naturalness - - - - - - 
 ****  **** 

- - 3.95 
(0.15) 

4.73 
(0.16) 

4.68 
(0.16) 

4.00 
(0.15) 

Competency 
       ****  *** 

- -       
4.37 

(0.19) 
4.87 

(0.17) 
4.76 

(0.17) 
4.48 

(0.18) 

Trustworthi
ness 

       ****  *** 
- -       

4.53 
(0.17) 

5.28 
(0.15) 

5.09 
(0.17) 

4.72 
(0.16) 

Product 
Evaluation 

 *  *** 
- - 

 ****  **** 
- - 4.70 

(0.17) 
5.00 

(0.15) 
5.01 

(0.15) 
4.70 

(0.15) 
4.44 

(0.14) 
5.14 

(0.12) 
5.00 

(0.14) 
4.59 

(0.13) 

Mean (Standard Deviation), **** p < .001, *** p < .01, ** p < .05, and * p < .1 
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